Physiologically shaped knee arthroplasty induces natural roll-back.
After total knee replacement the persistence of pain represents a significant problem. In this study, a novel knee arthroplasty (Aequos G1 knee arthroplasty) is investigated that was designed to replicate main features of human knee morphology to reduce the periodically occurring pain after knee replacement. Previous work showed theoretically that this arthroplasty design may reconstruct the four-bar linkage mechanism as it occurs in human knee by contriving a convex lateral tibial compartment and a sagittal offset of the centre of the medial and lateral femur condyles - inducing a roll-back mechanism as it exists in human. The aim of this study was to determine whether this potential roll-back mechanism can be confirmed by in-vivo measurements. This retrospective study showed that the patellar tendon angle decreases during flexion of 0.21° per degree of flexion on average in the 16 knees studied. This amount is similar to physiological knee kinematics and in contrast to existing results in the literature after implantation of conventional total knee replacements which lack physiological knee kinematics. The results suggest that physiological motion after implantation of the Aequos G1 knee arthroplasty occurs during loaded motion up to approximately 45° knee flexion.